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Scene of existing together

The scene where different elements exist together without contradiction is enabled 
by emptiness among them.  Emptiness makes infinite possibilities for elements to af-
fect organically on each other while raising existential questions.  Nature is summa-
tion of loose clusters that have emptiness.  In nature, emptiness enables boundless 
fields of different clusters exist together simultaneously in a way that nothing needed 
to be added, taken away or altered. 

The primitive and spiritual scene of megalithic remnants such as Stonehenge makes 
us to think about a different way for man-made structure to exist together with na-
ture.  In its gigantic cluster, volumes of megaliths are arranged or stacked to create 
volumes of emptiness.  Then empty volumes become vague spaces that thoroughly 
belong neither to human nor to nature. 

We propose the house as a field without boundary not only between human and 
nature, but also between human and human.  Enclosing nature, stone volumes 
are placed to create volumes of emptiness where programs for a family and nature 
can be mingled.  In this way, the house becomes the field where natural elements 
can always pass through.  At the same time, it allows for family members to have a 
sense of living together in one porous space as like an intimate family who lived in a 
cave during Stone Age.

Connected with nature from the inside and outside like a donut, in any places of 
the house, it is possible to feel various natural elements such as breeds, sounds 
and scents through the empty volumes.  Sunlight and visibility to the nature provide 
different characters to each space and directional senses inside the cluster.  Con-
trollable window systems that can be raised up from the bottom enable the house to 
be entirely opened to nature.

The stone volumes contain the supporting programs for their facing empty volumes.  
Each volume of emptiness has different programs but all of them are organically 
connected as one continuous space that can generate pleasing interactions be-
tween family members.  This open structure also provides flexibility to the entire 
house with possibilities of certain program’s expansion by merging some empty 
volumes. 

The house consists of four clusters. Three of them are programs for family members 
and another is the program that can have visitors from the outside. Three clusters 
for family are gathered together generating an inside garden.  Another with visitors 
is connected with a cluster that has public programs such as dining and living room, 
having a swimming pool in-between.  

To protect privacy while still opened to each other, volumes of stones are carefully 
arranged. From the center of the house, programs are radially arrayed to the each 
edge in order of public, semi-public and private.  At the same time, visibilities to the 
private rooms are controlled by managing locations and sizes of stone volumes. 

How can a boundary of the house be set in the nature for a lifestyle to keep interacting with it? Instead of 
having a walled boundary, we start to put several volumes of stones surrounding certain area of nature.  
Each stone is placed freely having different distance from the others. In this way, nature still flows contin-
uously without being blocked.

Inside of the boundary, we put additional stone volumes in the same way to create ‘volumes of emptiness’ 
where one family will set their new life. Empty volumes form one ceaseless space where one can organi-
cally interact not only with other family members but also with nature.        

Functioning as main structural elements, stone volumes also have programs that support the empty 
volumes they surround. They include programs that require walled condition such as toilets, baths and 
showers. In addition, other serving programs such as closets, pantries, dressing rooms, a cinema, a kitch-
en and shelve are also among the stone volumes.

To keep privacy of each bedroom, semi-public areas are located between private and public programs. 
They will be used for some of members to gather each other, read books, do homework, play piano or 
have a tea together. Programs that have expected guests are placed separately from private area. Addi-
tionally, stone volumes are set carefully so that they can block direct visibility from public area to private 
areas. 

 Four stone roofs cover four different clusters, overlapping each other: 1) children and 1 adult, 2) parents 
and 1 adult, 3) public programs, 4) programs with expected guests. Three roofs form a triangular court-
yard as a focal point for family members and nature.  There are holes to bring natural light in semi-public 
areas where are located between spaces exposed to the courtyard and outside nature.

 All windows in the house are controllable windows that can be raised up from the bottom. This special 
system allows the house to be entirely opened to nature. It allows freedom in controlling the openness of 
the house partially or entirely according to weather conditions. 
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1.   Children’s Bed Room
2.   Bed Room
3.   Master Bed Room
4.   Laundry
5.   Powder
6.   Dog
7.   Study
8.   Library
9.   Entrance Hall
10.  Parlour
11.  Courtyard
12.  Kitchen / Pantry
13.  Living Room
14. Cinema Room
15. Shower / Changing Room
16. Cat
17. Pool Entrance
18. Pool
19. Pool Pavilion
20. Guest Room]
21. Gun Room / Man Cave
22. Office

C.  Walk-in Closet
T.   Toilet 
F.   Fire 

Children’s Bed Room x 3
Bed Room x 2
Study Room
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Dining
Living
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Laundry
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HOUSE OF EMPTINESS 
 
 
 
 
Scene of existing together 
 
The scene where different elements exist together without contradiction is enabled by 
emptiness among them.  Emptiness makes infinite possibilities for elements to affect 
organically on each other while raising existential questions.  Nature is summation of 
loose clusters that have emptiness.  In nature, emptiness enables boundless fields of 
different clusters exist together simultaneously in a way that nothing needed to be added, 
taken away or altered.  
 
The primitive and spiritual scene of megalithic remnants such as Stonehenge makes us to 
think about a different way for man-made structure to exist together with nature.  In its 
gigantic cluster, volumes of megaliths are arranged or stacked to create volumes of 
emptiness.  Then empty volumes become vague spaces that thoroughly belong neither to 
human nor to nature.  
 
We propose the house as a field without boundary not only between human and nature, 
but also between human and human.  Enclosing nature, stone volumes are placed to 
create volumes of emptiness where programs for a family and nature can be mingled.  In 
this way, the house becomes the field where natural elements can always pass through.  
At the same time, it allows for family members to have a sense of living together in one 
porous space as like an intimate family who lived in a cave during Stone Age. 
 
Connected with nature from the inside and outside like a donut, in any places of the 
house, it is possible to feel various natural elements such as breeds, sounds and scents 
through the empty volumes.  Sunlight and visibility to the nature provide different 
characters to each space and directional senses inside the cluster.  Controllable window 
systems that can be raised up from the bottom enable the house to be entirely opened to 
nature. 
 
The stone volumes contain the supporting programs for their facing empty volumes.  
Each volume of emptiness has different programs but all of them are organically 
connected as one continuous space that can generate pleasing interactions between family 
members.  This open structure also provides flexibility to the entire house with 
possibilities of certain program’s expansion by merging some empty volumes.  
 



The house consists of four clusters. Three of them are programs for family members and 
another is the program that can have visitors from the outside. Three clusters for family 
are gathered together generating an inside garden.  Another with visitors is connected 
with a cluster that has public programs such as dining and living room, having a 
swimming pool in-between.   
 
To protect privacy while still opened to each other, volumes of stones are carefully 
arranged. From the center of the house, programs are radially arrayed to the each edge in 
order of public, semi-public and private.  At the same time, visibilities to the private 
rooms are controlled by managing locations and sizes of stone volumes.  
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